
 

 

 

NERF MEGA PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS 

NERF MEGA TALON Blaster 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Now) 
Make every shot count when you blast the most accurate NERF MEGA DARTS! The blaster's compact size makes it great 

for indoor NERF games that take place in smaller spaces, when you need to be quick and move fast. It fires one dart at a 

time and has a built-in dart storage area, so you can reload fast. The TALON blaster packs NERF MEGA power in every 

shot while being easy to use: Load one dart, pull the priming handle, and press the trigger. It comes with three Official 

ACCUSTRIKE NERF MEGA darts that are tested and approved for performance and quality and constructed of foam with 

flexible, hollow tips. For indoor and outdoor fun with family and friends, take aim with the NERF MEGA TALON blaster! 

Includes: blaster and three darts. Eyewear recommended (not included). Available at most major toy retailers 

nationwide. 

NERF MEGA MOTOSTRYKE Blaster 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $39.99/Available: Fall 2020) 
Intimidating? Definitely. Impressive? Absolutely! Huge, powerful, and fast, the NERF MEGA MOTOSTRYKE blaster blisters 
the battlefield with motorized, 10-dart blasting. This is a blaster that demands attention -- and gets it. Power up the 
motor and pull the trigger to send a big NERF MEGA dart whistling through the air. It has a 10-dart removable clip and 
comes with 10 Official NERF MEGA darts, so you can fire 10 darts in a row before it's time to reload. So what are you 
waiting for? Start blasting! Load darts into the clip and insert the full clip into the blaster. Hold down the acceleration 
button to rev the motor and pull the trigger to fire one dart. Pull the trigger again to fire another dart. Strike big and 
strike fast with the NERF MEGA MOTOSTRYKE blaster! Batteries required (not included). Eyewear recommended (not 
included). Available at most major toy retailers nationwide. 
 
 

 


